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Coupling manifested in many atmospheric phenomena 

Needs to capture correct behaviour of: 
•  Diurnal cycle of convection over land 
•  Indian Monsoon  
•  Madden Julian Oscillation 
•  Convectively Coupled Kelvin Waves 
•  Mesoscale Convective Systems 
•  ITCZ 
•  AEW ... 

...While preserving the 
mean atmospheric state 

(and keeping the model  
stable) 



Convectively coupled Kelvin waves and the MJO: 
Observations and the Met Office GCM 

Observations Model 

Convection couples to waves that are too fast compared with observations. 
Very limited representation of the MJO 



“If it were just a question of applying the 
correct heating to a grid column, convection 
parametrisation would have been solved by 
now“(Anon 2015) 
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Back	  to	  basics	  –	  the	  parametrisa9on	  problem	  
An	  atmospheric	  variable	  φ	  follows	  the	  equa9on:	  

“Source”	  term	  

Advec9on	  (flux	  convergence)	  

(over-‐bar	  means	  grid-‐box	  mean;	  
we	  equate	  this	  with	  Reynold’s	  
average	  over	  the	  ensemble	  of	  
possible	  sub-‐grid	  fluctua9ons)	  

Take	  the	  grid-‐box	  mean	  of	  both	  sides:	  
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Assump&on	  (a):	  Unresolvable	  mo&ons	  have	  no	  projec&on	  on	  to	  the	  grid-‐scale	  
(So	  there	  is	  no	  correla9on	  between	  the	  sub-‐grid	  fluctua9ons	  and	  the	  grid-‐box	  mean)	  
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So...	  

Resolved	  advec9on	  
(“dynamics”)	  

Resolved	  sources	  
(e.g.	  condensa9on	  at	  
grid-‐mean	  satura9on)	  

Advec9on	  by	  
sub-‐grid	  mo9ons	  
(“turbulent	  flux”)	  

Sources	  predicted	  
from	  sub-‐grid	  
varia9ons	  

Convec9on	  Parameterisa9on	  
es9mates	  part	  of	  these	  terms.	  
	  
There	  are	  also	  contribu9ons	  from	  
other	  schemes	  (e.g.	  Boundary-‐layer	  
turbulence,	  and	  condensa9on	  due	  to	  
sub-‐grid	  moisture	  varia9ons).	  
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Assump&on	  (b):	  Convec&ve	  sub-‐grid	  mo&ons	  only	  
yield	  net	  fluxes	  of	  φ	  in	  the	  ver&cal.	  
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Parametrisation assumption number 1: 
Convective motions have no projection 
onto the grid-scale 
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Rachel Stratton Updraught mass flux 
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Mass flux 
 theory 

Impala  
‘subsidence’ within  
135km grid boxes 

(See also Martin Willett’s figure in Gross et al 2016) 

4.5km explicit 
convection 



xΔ

Parametrisation assumption number 1: 
Convective motions have no projection 
onto the grid-scale 



xΔ

Compensating branch can occur many hundreds of km away.  



The stages of convective parametrisation 

+ 
wup wenv 

+ 
wdyn 

... coupling with the large 
scale can only be achieved 
through heating! 

Allows convection to be represented by heating 
 (and moistening, u,v) alone 



Is the adjustment response purely 
dependent on the spatially integrated rate? 

x 

dθ/dt 



Linearised adjustment calculation 
Two dimensional heating 

<w> 
/m/s 

Oliver Halliday 

θ/Κ 

t /hours 

Localised 

Grid-av’d 



Divergence response to plume after two 
hours: dynamical vs coarse-grained heating 

Plume rising from 
surface: Δx = 1 km 

Heating from plume 
applied continuously: Δx = 
30 km 

Rachel Stratton 

Apply  
coarse-grained  
heating 



Column ascent from plume: dynamical vs 
heating on 30km grid 

Rachel Stratton 

Representing convection as a  
heating term may be ok after all…? 



Parametrised Tropical Convective 
heating profile 

CIN 

Convective increments increase CIN 

The greater the mass flux, the 
greater the CIN 

Masashi Ujiie 
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t 

Convection as a heating 
(and cooling) term 

+ Δt 
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Heating term needs to be designed to 
avoid grid-scale instability occurring 

Convection as a heating term 
Contd. 

It must therefore match* or exceed 
the forcing (ascent) experienced at 
the lifting condensation level (on 
average) *(Subject to different numerics – 

 see Ben Shipway’s talk) 

(keep the model stable!) 
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t + Δt Because our closure has depended on CAPE –  
a bulk measure -- we have required short CAPE 
timescales for NWP-scale model stability 

Convection as a heating term 

Imposing high 
CIN helps 
decouple 
resolved 
response from 
convective 
instability 

Exceeding the forcing! 



Divergence response to plume after 
two hours 

Heating from plume 
applied continuously: Δx = 
30 km 

Rachel Stratton 

Heating Δx = 30 km 
applied over single 
timestep 

Closure can 
affect the 
dynamical 
response  
hours later 



Consequences of a strong closure 
10 day time series from a single grid point 

Martin Willett 



Physics dynamics decoupling… 

Does it  
matter? 
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Integrated Global 
 Radiosonde Archive RF07 Linear Theory 

Observational support for Raymond 
and Fuchs (2007) linear theory for 
Convectively Coupled Kelvin waves 



Influence of waves on convection 
Large-scale descent stabilises the atmosphere, increasing the strength of the 
 inversion at the top of the boundary layer and suppresses convective activity 
While the inversion strength is high, moisture gradually builds up in the boundary 
layer  
The build up of moisture itself reduces CIN (by lowering the lifting condensation 
level) 

The lowering of CIN continues as the Kelvin wave starts into an ascent phase 
Convection initiated again – using up boundary layer moisture 
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Herman et al 2016 ERA Interim 

ECMWF Op Analysis 

ECMWF NWP forecast 

Lag (day) 

Boundary 
Layer moisture 

Lower tropospheric 
temperature 

Convective inhibition 

Precipitation 
CIN structures important for CCKW 

Closure affects CIN, 
CCKW affected by closure 



Revisiting closure at the Met 
Office 

CIN 

At GA7, the triggering condition is: 

CIN     KEBL >

Parcel kinetic energy 
based on a boundary-
layer turbulent velocity 
scale. 

Convective Inhibition 
integrated up to the 
Level of Free 
Convection (LFC). 

Decision about whether to trigger convection is made by performing a 
parcel ascent. 

CAPE 



Revisiting closure 

Choose the mass flux such that the CIN created is small 
enough to enable the triggering condition to be met on the 
next time step. 
Requires estimating what the end of time step 
environmental profile and boundary layer KE will be once 
boundary layer and cloud increments have been accounted 
for. 
Then set the mass flux amplitude so that it creates just 
under the maximum amount of CIN tolerated by the 
condition:  CIN     KEBL >

At GA7, the triggering condition is: 

CIN     KEBL >

Michael Whitall 

A form of implicit closure 



SCM tests based on TOGA COARE: 
Michael Whitall 



GA7	  control	  
Michael Whitall 



GA7	  +	  inXix	  +	  os	  +	  progpert	  +	  progent	  
Michael Whitall 



Linear structures may indicate convection not 
stabilising fast enough – so it evolves to maximise 
large-scale adjustment efficiency 
Vertical heating structure now 
needs revisiting to take account of mid-tropospheric 
stability – CAPE closure had its uses! 

So that was assumption number 1… 



Parametrisation assumption number 2 

Sub-grid convective 
motions don’t cause any 
net horizontal fluxes 

MISR image over the equatorial Pacific Ocean, Mar. 
11 2002 
Thanks to: Susan C. van den Heever 

 



Significance of cold pools 

•  Source of initialisation for new events 

•  (Also sub-grid variability in boundary 
layer temperatures giving variability in 
CAPE) 

 

Rio & Hourdin 2008 Boundary layer thermals 
Grandpeix & Lafore 2010 Cold pool representation 
Rio et al 2012 Combined thermal and cold pools in GCM 



West Africa (south) example 

Control GA7    
Memory                       

Convective systems  
too short lived 

Martin Willett, 
Michael Whitall 
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Radial propagation : LEM data versus theory 

•  radius against time 

•  B is downdraught buoyancy 

•  LEM data tend to theory (line) 

Each set of symbols represents 
An experiment such as that shown. 

Gabriel Rooney 2016 

Spread rate reduced 
by grid-scale averaging – so  
need to parametrise 



Cold pool outflow speed is dependent on 
local buoyancy decrement 

x 

-dθ/dt Fast outflow 

Slow 
outflow 
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Cold pool propagation across 
grid cells 

Gabriel Rooney 

For use as a source of KE for 
convective initiation 
Propagation using scaling 
relations linked to buoyancy 
decrement 

Mergers using vector 
addition of cold pool 
velocities 
Decay as a function 
of distance, buoyancy 
decrement and height 



“If it were just a question of applying the 
correct heating to a grid column, convection 
parametrisation would have been solved by 
now“ 
Much more can be achieved by getting the heating shape 
(and timing) right (e.g. Park 2014’s UNICON)  

Buoyancy-driven horizontal flows 
likely to be an important component (e.g. Rio et al 2012)  
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Thanks to Jacques Vanneste 

Gavin Esler: Modified equations 
for large-scale dynamics 
consistent with plumes being 
present using multi-scale 
mathematics. 

How does ‘the dynamics’ respond to 
convection? 



“If it were just a question of applying the 
correct heating to a grid column, convection 
parametrisation would have been solved by 
now“ 
Much more can be achieved by getting the heating shape 
(and timing) right (e.g. Park 2014’s UNICON)  

Buoyancy-driven horizontal flows 
likely to be an important component (e.g. Rio et al 2012)  
Representation of dynamics in the presence of convection 
 could affect wave coupling speeds 



The ParaCon Programme 
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ParaCon’s Aim 

Peter Clark et al 

A new parametrization that is: 

o Scale aware 

o Non-local 

o Non-equilibrium 

o Stochastic 

• Diurnal cycle 
• Timing and location 
•  Monsoon coupling 
•  Planetary wave coupling 
•  MJO 
•  Organised systems 
 

“To make significant improvements to the 
representation of convection across a range of model 
scales (primarily 1 to 100km grid lengths)” 



ParaCon Programme 

v £10m over five years from UK’s NERC and 
Met Office 

v Stage 1: three-year exploratory phase 

v Stage 2: two-year consolidation phase 

Philosophy: development from first principles through  
understanding and evaluating significance 
 of physical processes.  
Bring together people from a range of disciplines  

Build on current knowledge 



 Mass 
flux 

revisited 

Turbulent 
approaches 

to Grey 
zone 

Convection-
Dynamics 
Coupling 

Triggering, 
Organisation 

& 
Cloud stats 

Updraught & 
downdraught 

dynamics   
High 
resolution 
simulations
and 
evaluation 

ParaCon Projects 
 

For more information visit: 
http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/collaboration/paracon 

 



Turbulent approaches to 
 grey zone 

 
• ‘Hard’ Grey Zone – partially resolved shallow / deep  
• (1km-10km) 

• Revisit prognostic flux equations, apply 
approximations for the terms which build up 
increasing degrees of complexity (higher order 
schemes, cf Mellor & Yamada, 1982) and test as a 
‘sub-grid scheme’ 

• Compare revised parametrisations with LES 
 

Turbulent 
approaches 
to grey zone 

Peter Clark, University of Reading 



Escaping the tyranny of 
equilibrium-based convection 
parametrisation 

Start again with a generalised mass flux approach, 
but this time don’t make any of the standard 
assumptions 

Mass flux 
revisited 

(i.e. Equilibrium; deterministic; independent-plume; 
steady-plume; small sigma; bulk) 

Test which assumptions are required via high resolution  
LES of archetypes of convection: 100m resolution over 1000km domains 
Using MONC 

 Bob Plant, University of Reading 



Escaping tyranny... Mass flux 
revisited Make implementation and 

testing key to the approach 
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LES archetypes Parametrisation 
of archetypes 



Convection as a  
dynamical entity 

Use flow partitioning to design a self-consistent dynamical 
system that has two (or more) components – non-
convecting and convecting. 
 
  
Code in University of Exeter’s simplified GCM to understand 
drivers of convection coupling to large scale 
 
 Consistent 

convective 
Dynamics 

John Thuburn, Geoff Vallis, Bob Beare University of Exeter 
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Compressible Euler Equations: 
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Multi-fluid model 
John Thuburn 
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= is the volume fraction of the ith fluid, 
is the average density of the ith fluid, 

is the density-weighted average velocity of the 
ith fluid. 

where 

Multi-fluid model 
John Thuburn 

...plus some Lagrangian labels Ii equal to 0 or 1: 

Applying the filter to: 

gives: 
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Multi-fluid model 
John Thuburn 

Following a similar procedure for the θ  
equation gives: 

i
SFF
θwhere is the subfilter-scale flux of  by the ith fluid. 
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Multi-fluid model 
John Thuburn 
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Apply conversion terms between segments (entrainment / 
detrainment / initiation from boundary layer) 
 
Solve both components using a dynamical core 
(Semi-Lagrangian, Semi-Implicit – similar to EndGame) 

Allows smooth transition into grey-zone 
Represents convective coupling to large-scale  
 
Allows the problem to be analysed in more detail 
 
May become a route for parametrisation itself if the 
benefits are high 

Multi-fluid model 
John Thuburn 



wup 
+ + 

wdyn wenv 

+ 
w1 w2 



The differences are: 
 
The fluid components are not confined to a 
column 
 
It’s fully compressible and non-hydrostatic 
 
(For which it assumes that each 
component has the same pressure – 
removes an accoustic mode between 
components) 
 
It doesn’t make assumptions about the 
spatial distribution of segments 
 
 

Isn’t this the 
same as 
NAM-SCA? 



Unifying mathematical framework 

Mass flux 
revisited 

Turbulent 
approaches 
to grey zone 

Consistent 
convective 
Dynamics 



Summary 
Convection as a heating term has historically been constrained by bulk 
closures and model stability requirements 
Closure is important for ensuring CIN can be appropriately eroded by 
atmospheric waves 
More flexible heating profiles may improve dynamical coupling – work 
in progress at the Met Office 
Horizontal, buoyancy driven currents need separate, cross column 
parametrisation 
More work for dynamicists to understand how areas of reduced stability 
should affect the representation of the dynamical equations 
ParaCon aims to provide a systematic investigation into underpinning 
convective processes... 

...with a unifying mathematical framework as a basis for development 
of a substantially improved, scale-aware scheme in the next five years. 



Questions and Answers 



Triggering and closure  

Triggering 

Cold pools 

Orographic  
Convergence 
 lines 

Surface  
heterogeneity 

Gravity wave 
initiation 

Stochastic trigger, predictions for temporal and 
spatial coherence. 

Doug Parker, University of Leeds 

Identify relative importance 
of each process 
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Dynamics of updraughts and downdraughts 



Updraught/ 
downdraught 

dynamics  

Revisit the dynamics of updraughts and 
downdraughts, revise plume and thermal 
equations to provide underpinning theory 
for vertical velocity equations, 
entrainment / detrainment in different 
environments, and for different measures 
of organisation. 
 
Statistics of cloud populations 

Dynamics of  
Upraughts and  
downdraughts  

Michael Herzog, University of Cambridge 
Steef Boeing, University of Leeds 



Selz	  and	  Craig	  2015	  
Error growth in precipitating and  
non-precipitating regions 

Precipitating 

Non-Precipitating 



ParaCon Aim 

“To make significant improvements to the representation of 
convection across a range of model scales (primarily 1 to 100km 
grid lengths)” 

A new parametrization 
that is: 
• Non-equilibrium 
• Non-local 
• Stochastic 
• Scale aware 



Aims of convective 
parametrisation   

To represent the effect of convective clouds on the 
variables held on the resolved model grid. 

t conv∂
∂θ

t
q
conv∂

∂

Cloud cover and content for 
Radiation and cloud schemes 

convt
u
∂

∂

Due to sub-grid vertical transport 
Diabatic heating (condensation and evaporation of cloud) 



Cf Hymacs 
scheme: Kuell, 
Gassmann 
and Bott (2007) 
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Parcel location 

This means that cloud shapes are important 
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Representation of cold pools 

 

Rio & Hourdin 2008 Boundary layer thermals 
Grandpeix & Lafore 2010 Cold pool representation 
Rio et al 2012 Combined thermal and cold pools in GCM 

Important for: 
1. Triggering 

Temperature and moisture differences 
allow CAPE to be present locally even 
when the mean state is stable 

   

Additional KE to overcome CIN 

2. Entrainment 
  

3. Closure 

affects cloud area 
(and therefore buoyancy 
and vertical velocity) 

Enhanced lifting 

Two zones of temperature and moisture 
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Kirsty Hanley 
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Kirsty Hanley 
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Indian monsoon 
MCS propagation, AEW coupling 
Maritime continent, propagation, sea breeze triggering 
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Missing MCSs: Satellite obs  
and NWP forecast June 2015 

IR satellite observations NWP forecast 
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Obs/Reanalysis Control 

P
re

ci
pi

ta
tio

n 
Convectively coupled Kelvin waves 
MJO 



Diurnal harmonic 
of annual precipitation 

Memory 

TRMM 

Control 

Memory in the  
convection  
scheme 

Martin Willett, 
Michael Whitall 



How do conventional convective 
parametrisations work? 



Assumptions for mass flux convection 
parametrisations: 

	  
 (1) Unresolvable motions have no projection on to the grid-scale 

 
 (2) Sub-grid convective motions don’t cause any net horizontal fluxes 

 
 (3) Updraught, downdraught and environment regions are each homogeneous 

 
 (4) Sub-plume correlations between vertical velocity and φ can be neglected  

 
              (5) The fractional area of updraughts and downdraughts is <<1 
 
  (6)  Vertical velocity in the updraughts is >> than that in the environment  
 

 (7) The updraught and downdraught profiles are in equilibrium 
 

 (8)  Air entrained into the plume has the grid-mean (environment) properties 
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Convection as a heating term 

t 



Convective heating (and cooling) 

CIN 

Convective increments increase CIN 

The greater the mass flux, the 
greater the CIN 
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When does convection occur?  

If there is CAPE, then 
atmosphere can support 
convection 

dzgCAPE
LNB

LFC
env
v

env
v

p
v∫
−

=
θ
θθ

Convective Available Potential 
Energy (CAPE) 



Column ascent from 
plume: dynamical vs 
intermittent heating on 
30km grid 

Rachel Stratton 



Influence of waves on convection 

Large-scale ascent destabilises the atmosphere to convection (increases CAPE and  
decreases CIN) Gives rise to convergent motions low down which enable air to reach  
its level of free convection. 
Conversely large-scale descent stabilises the atmosphere, increasing CIN and  
suppresses convective activity 

(Subject to inherent timescales required 
for convective activity to grow or decay.) 


